AIR POLLUTION IN HIGHGATE WARD
This briefing presents the results of a ‘citizen science’ air
pollution monitoring project in Highgate Ward, carried out
during November and December 2013 by Camden Green Party
and local residents.
It discusses the possible health effects of the high levels we
found, and how the information can help us reduce the
pollution we encounter in our daily lives. It also looks at the
likely causes of very high levels in some places and invites
residents to a public meeting to talk about what to do next.

What we did
On 9 November 2013, our volunteers* placed 21 ‘diffusion
tubes’ on roadside posts around Highgate Ward. A month
later, on 7 December, we sealed and collected them and sent
them to a professional laboratory for analysis. This is the
same process Camden Council uses to monitor air pollution at a limited number of locations around
the borough. With our more detailed study, we hoped to find out a wealth of information to show the
extent of air pollution in our area and give us clues about what can be done to improve it.

What the results tell us
The average nitrogen dioxide concentration at each monitoring point in the ward is shown on the
map on the next page. The key results we can see are:
• Pollution in Highgate is high – we were surprised to find that, even on Hampstead Heath, levels of
nitrogen dioxide were 39 µg/m 3 – only just below the legally binding limit of 40 µg/m 3, which is
set at a level to protect public health
• Many of Highgate’s residential streets were around 10% above the legal limit
• On the larger and busier streets, pollution is much worse – 25% to 40% higher than the limit
• On the busiest roads, especially near junctions, levels of pollution are as much as double the legal
limit, which is very concerning

What can we do about it?
On 14 March there will be a PUBLIC MEETING in Highgate Ward, organised by the team of Green
activists and local residents who carried out the research, to discuss the results and next steps.
Please come to the meeting to find out more about the research and the health effects of air
pollution. And bring your ideas for how we can make more people aware of taking steps to avoid
exposure, and what we can do next to help reduce this problem.
When: Friday 14th March, 7pm to 9pm
Where: Highgate Library Civic and Cultural Centre Children's Corner, Croftdown Road N19 5DJ
(*Huge thanks to everyone who helped set up the experiment on our two action days, and to all who sponsored the
cost of the tubes and analysis, as well as Mapping for Change (www.mappingforchange.org.uk) for help and advice)
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The health effects of air pollution
The Government and the EU have set legally
binding limits on levels of air pollution based on
World Health Organisation guidelines. For nitrogen
dioxide, this limit is an annual average of 40
micrograms (µg) in a cubic metre (m3) of air.
Breathing in pollution above these limits causes a
range of health problems, and everyone who is
exposed may be affected in some way. Even shortterm exposure such as going for a walk in a polluted
area can affect people’s lungs, and this is worse for
people with conditions like asthma.
Long-term exposure to air pollution is associated with a large number of health problems including
respiratory diseases, asthma, impaired lung development in children, premature births and low birth
weight, lung cancer and heart disease. Air pollution is estimated to cause 29,000 premature deaths
each year in the UK – nearly 5% of the annual deaths - making poor air quality one of the most serious
public health risks facing us today
Children, older people and people with asthma are particularly vulnerable, and children tend to be
more exposed as they breathe more quickly and closer to the ground. A European study has
suggested that living near busy roads may be responsible for 15-30% of all new cases of asthma in
children, and of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and coronary heart disease in adults over 65.

What is causing these high levels?
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) gas is produced when fossil fuels are burned, and has a number of sources
that could affect the results of our study.
Across London, around a fifth of total NOx emissions (NO2 plus nitrogen monoxide) come from gas
central heating, and another proportion from a range of sources like industry and aviation, but the
main source is vehicles – particularly those with diesel engines – and these contribute around half
the total. The emissions spread out around the city and vary through the day, but can concentrate in
some areas. Factors affecting whether very high levels build up include the amount of emissions,
street width, building heights, green spaces and weather.
Some of the pollution that reaches Highgate will have come from outside the ward. Our ‘control’
diffusion tube at the café on Hampstead Heath shows that even far away from local exhaust fumes
background levels were only just below the legal limit, at 39 µg/m 3.
The very high levels at the busiest junctions, and the lower levels on our quietest streets show that
the differences we found are very likely to be explained by traffic travelling within and through the
ward. The map on the next page shows average daily traffic flows per day on the streets around our
study area (this data was only available for the main routes).
(Sources of the statistics given here and much more information can be found on the websites of the Health Air
Campaign – www.healthyair.org.uk and the Clean Air in London campaign – www.cleanairinlondon.org)
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How can this information help me?
Although the results may be shocking, they do provide detailed
information we can use in our daily lives to reduce the risks to
our health. The effect on any person depends on exposure
levels, which can be affected by our own behaviour.
For example, knowing which roads have very high pollution we
can choose different walking routes along the less affected
streets, and avoid polluted roads when out running. We can
also try not to linger at very busy junctions when we don’t have
to, and stand a little further back from the edge of the road
when waiting to cross. For people living near the most polluted
spots, opening windows at the back of your home rather than
the front, or making sure they are closed during rush hour, can
also help reduce how much of the pollutants you breathe while at home.
Although these measures can seem minor, they can make a real difference to our exposure to
pollution, i.e. what we actually breathe in during the course of a day.

What can we do to reduce this problem?
We can only avoid some of this pollution by changing our habits – the important thing is to try to
reduce how much is there! Knowing that traffic is the most likely cause of our findings is very helpful,
since traffic isn’t a ‘force of nature’ but made up of individual journeys being made by real people in
real vehicles. Many of these journeys could be changed to reduce the pollution they produce, and any
big or small difference we make will add up to produce less pollution overall.
Targets to think about could include:
•

Transport mode changes: could some of the regular journeys in and through Highgate be
switched to public transport, bikes or walking by simple changes to services, crossings or
better cycle facilities?

•

Changes to how vehicles are used: could some journeys be made with more people travelling
together, could drivers switch off engines while stopped, could road layouts, signs or speed
limits be changed to reduce queues or flows on some streets, or could businesses use their
vehicles more efficiently with fewer trips, or make trips at different times?

•

Changes to the types of vehicles used: pollution from vehicles vary widely. A diesel engine can
emit many times more nitrogen dioxide than the equivalent petrol car, and larger vehicles
with lower fuel efficiency emit much more pollution per mile travelled. Could some of the
essential journeys through the ward be switched to smaller vehicles or cleaner models?

•

Places that cause a lot of journeys: some businesses, schools and workplaces attract a lot of
traffic at certain times of the day. Could some of these organisations help with measures like
car sharing among their users, promoting public transport use, or even subsidising new
facilities or changing their start and finish times to smooth out congestion?

Come to our PUBLIC MEETING on 14th March to discuss how we can affect these issues. We could also
think about finding more information about the specific kinds of journeys that make up traffic in the
area to help identify where to focus our efforts.
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More information and questions
How does the pollution in Highgate compare with other places in Camden?

The table below shows the results from Camden Council’s own regular diffusion tube monitoring of
NO2 pollution. Euston Road, with daily traffic levels of up to 50,000 vehicles per day (vpd) is at very
high levels. Tottenham Court Road (approx 15,000 vpd, including many diesel buses and taxis) is also
very polluted, while other through roads, such as Camden Road (approx 27,000 vpd) and Bloomsbury
Street (12,000 vpd) have similar pollution levels to those we measured.
Chetwynd Road is the only Camden Council monitoring point in Highgate Ward, and the monitor has
normally been just above the junction with York Rise in recent years (it now seems to have been
moved closer to where we took our measurements, in the section towards Highgate Road). Its results
in 2011 and 2012 were around 44 µg/m3, matching what we found on York Rise, and very consistent
with our results.
Annual
mean
concentration Bias:
1.01

Annual
mean
concentration:
Bias 0.95

2011 (µg /m3)

2012 (µg /m3)

Location

Site Type

Euston Road

Roadside

93.12

82.05

Wakefield Gdns

Urban background

45.61

39.29

Frognal Way

Urban background

31.46

28.89

Tavistock Gdns

Urban background

47.56

40.12

Tottenham Court Road

Kerbside

91.67

83.30

Finchley Rd

Kerbside

73.17

72.66

Kentish Town Rd

Roadside

57.19

58.97

47 Fitzjohn's Ave

Roadside

58.39

61.20

Brill Place

Roadside

50.79

50.01

Bloomsbury St

Roadside

76.73

71.62

Camden Rd

Roadside

72.21

67.41

Chetwynd Rd

Roadside

44.12

43.68

Emmanuel Primary School

Roadside

50.01

45.94

Roadside

57.12

52.05

Mill Lane/West End Lane
(Source: Camden Council)

Was the monitoring period unusually polluted?

We chose to put the monitors up in November because the spring and autumn months are
traditionally ‘normal’ months for traffic, outside major school holidays and the winter period, during
which traffic can be very variable.
Air pollution can be affected by many factors, including the weather, so to check if November 2013
was unusual in any way for air pollution, we looked at two of Camden’s ‘automatic monitoring
stations’, which measure a number of pollutants continuously. Data from automatic monitoring
stations across London can be downloaded from the www.londonair.org.uk website.
The chart below shows the daily readings and a rolling monthly average for the monitoring station in
Bloomsbury. At this location, November appears to be an average month, with levels slightly below
those in spring 2013, which also suggests the data from our month-long experiment will be similar
to the annual average levels of pollution in Highgate Ward.
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The results in full:
The results obtained from the laboratory are also provided below.
Unfortunately, four of our 21 diffusion tubes disappeared during
the month they were attached to their posts, but the tubes from 17
locations were able to be collected, analysed and verified.

Ref
No.

Location

Height,
metres

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Highgate Village - Gatehouse roundabout by florist
Junction of South Grove and Highgate West Hill
Millfield Lane/Merton Lane junction near ponds
Highgate West Hill - near Hillcourt entrance
Highgate Hill junction with Dartmouth Park Hill
Makepeace Avenue - Holly Lodge estate
Whittington Estate - by playground on Sandstone Place
Raydon Street - by playground
Swain's Lane - by shops
Croftdown Road - by primary school*
Dartmouth Park Hill - by reservoir
York Rise by Church Hall
Hampstead Heath - by cafe at Parliament Hill
Highgate Road - opposite schools
Junction of Boscastle Road and Dartmouth Park Road
Chetwynd Road - by number 22
Spencer Rise - by number 43
Churchill Road - near junction with Dartmouth Park Hill
Gordon House Road - junction
Dartmouth Park Hill - by junction at Tufnell Park Station
Gospel Oak - by primary school and station

2.30
2.06
2.08
2.15
2.00
≈2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
≈2.00
2.00
≈2.00
2.00
2.00
2.03
1.96
2.00
2.26
2.00

Number of
hours
exposed
672.50
672.17
670.67
671.03
671.25
672.18
Missing
671.08
672.55
671.32
671.00
671.52
671.37
673.02
671.77
671.80
669.25
Missing
Missing
670.05
Missing

*At the start of the monitoring period, roadworks reduced some traffic access to this location
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Total NO2
measured,
µg
3.89
2.72
1.99
2.70
3.73
2.17
2.22
2.16
1.97
2.45
2.18
1.92
3.54
2.06
2.60
2.47
3.48
-

Average NO2
concentration,
µg/m3
79.54
55.73
40.88
55.38
76.51
44.44
45.46
44.18
40.39
50.14
44.73
39.37
72.44
42.14
53.30
50.69
71.42
-

